Masters At Work
National Workshops with the Pioneers of Modern Indian Theatre

Sangeet Natak Akademi invites applications from theatre practitioners for participating in the forthcoming National Workshops with the Pioneers of Modern Indian Theatre in March 2016 - *Masters at Work*. The senior directors/masters, who will share their working methodology and philosophy, developed over a life time contribution in the field of theatre and its practice and will be conducting interactive sessions-cum-workshops in the Meghdoot Complex of the Akademi, are as follows:

**Shri Ram Gopal Bajaj**
Padamshri
Sangeet Natak Akademi Awarded Director
Workshop Schedule: 3-10 March 2016*
Theme: Dynamics of Acting

**Shri Prasanna**
Sangeet Natak Akademi Awarded Director
Workshop Schedule: 13-19 March 2016
Theme: Developing a Workbook on Acting

**Shri H. Kanhaiyal**
Padamshri
Fellow, Sangeet Natak Akademi
Workshop Schedule: 18-20 March 2016
Theme: Organic in Acting
(Participants will be involved as observers for this session only)

The workshops will be organized as full day sessions in the Akademi premises. Interested theatre practitioners will have to be present for these sessions for the entire period. Applications have to include a brief profile of the applicant, contact details, credentials like valid Identification proofs and a passport size photograph along with a short write up on the topic- *Theatre Practice and Its Futuristic Trends* may be submitted by 23rd February 2016 on the email ids- drama@sangeetnatak.gov.in and ichscheme@sangeetnatak.gov.in.

Akademi and the Senior Directors/Masters reserve the right for scrutiny, short listing, final selection and further intimation to the participants.

*Workshop Schedule subject to Change*